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Stand In Your Power
A post came up about being shut down through censorship so my response was this:
Haven't been watching my Ashtar videos, have you? How NOT to get shut down.... stand in your
power!! This is what Ashtar talks about, among other things.
You are more powerful than they are. You are using universal law. If you still see yourself as a pawn of
the system, then you will be shut down. If you're using your God power and you recognize that, you
will simply change timelines and start up again, when they try to shut you down.
We jump timelines all the time.
This is re posted information from Ashtar Sheran.
When Jordan Sather keeps getting shut down, he jumps a timeline and is reinstated on youtube for
example. When you fear them shutting you down, they have you in their grips. You have to stand above
them and OWN YOUR GOD GIVEN POWER. You have been sent here by God, none other than.
Don't knuckle under to these guys. You are the creator of reality, not them. They mind control us into
creating what they want, but when you move out of mind control you create WHAT YOU WANT, or
better said you co-create with God. It's up to you. (Throw out your chest!) and state, "I WILL NOT
COMPLY. I DO NOT ALLOW THIS! I DO NOT CONSENT!”
I have doubled my income, changed the weather and have lost all the trolls on my timeline BECAUSE
I SAID THAT'S WHAT I WANTED. And I got it. You can too. WE CREATE THIS REALITY and we
can use our power to change it NOW. We manifest all the time using our God power, so manifest a
smooth path through censorship NOW. As for censorship, my work is picked up off my website and
displayed in so many different places across this world they can't censor me completely. The ONLY
REASON they'd have power over you is because you allow it. That's your social conditioning.
If you're just standing there thinking you have to obey the law, guess what? What do you think laws
were created for? To control you! And now it's coming in really handy for the crooks who run this earth
because you're obeying their criminal laws! And they are morphing them from just being simply laws
into greater social control. They're crossing a line and that line is the limit of being humanitarian.
Instead of asking, “What's going to happen to me?” say, “This is how I want things to happen,” and
then specify that. Hold the correct frequency to manifest it as well. Don't fear others because it's your
dog and pony show. Your life, your show. You are the most powerful person in your show.
Ivo: You always have been using universal law. That is why they get you to create their reality for
them, because you can use universal law and they cannot. The Negative Alien Alliance is NOT on the
soul matrix. Their vibrational frequency is too low. However, you are on the soul matrix and work with
Universal Law, that is why they have manipulated you into creating a reality they want for themselves.
You always have been magnetizing and using attraction unconsciously, for their benefit. Every time
you get a new job, you have used the law of attraction. When you buy a new car, you are using the law
of attraction. When you pay your taxes you are using the law of attraction FOR THEM. Not for
yourself. You are not benefiting yourself by paying your taxes except perhaps to have infrastructure,
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which is one they desire you to have, not one that suits your true needs as a human.
So many wonder what will happen to them tomorrow. When you do this, you will follow the herd and
create what the rest of them are creating. When you watch the news, and you watch the television, you
are getting your instructions. When you watch movies about horror and terror, you are helping to create
the fear that these entities feed from. When you are watching movies about broken relationships, you
are helping to create broken, loveless relationships for yourself and the rest of the collective. When you
pay money into systems such as retail purchases of alcohol, you are supporting the misuse of alcohol
around the entire planet. Alcohol is a poison. You are poisoning your liver and keeping these systems
alive to continue to toxify others.
When you stand up and say, “No! I will not allow this!” you will switch timelines to one that does not
allow for it.
When you hear something and wonder, “How will this affect me?” and you fear, you are setting
yourself up to find out.
When you say, “I will not be affected by this,” you will not, because you are the master of this planet,
and you are stronger than they are. They stole the planet from you. The planet is yours. It is made up to
support your life upon it, not theirs. They are terra forming your planet into one that suits their needs.
This is why there are nuclear “accidents” and dying ecology. When you say, “I will not allow this!” you
stand in their way. When you worry about global warming, you are playing a part of their agenda.
When enough of you stand up and disallow what they are trying to accomplish, then they will have
trouble putting their agenda forward. You see this now as people are standing up to their governments
and disallowing their actions. New groups are being created to publicly stand against and resist the
governmental global plans. The more there are who stand up and resist, the less fuel there will be for
their global agenda because you are the ones whose life energy fuels this planet.
STAND IN YOUR POWER. Find your voice and become the leader of your own life. Take their power
away by stating your own.
Me: Thank you, Ivo.
Ivo: My love, my powerful one. I am yours always. I am devoted to you.

